Intel Server Systems
®

Industry-leading innovation.
World-class services and support.*
Intel's world-class services and support make it easier to find, buy,
configure, deploy, and operate the servers that power your business.

Intel and its partners simplify every stage of the server lifecycle.
Purpose-Built
Servers

Pre-Purchase

Purchase

Deployment

Operations and
Maintenance

Choose from a variety of purposebuilt servers, each packed with
unique innovation to power your
digital transformation.

Simplified server selection and
optimization based on your
workload and infrastructure needs.

Purchase servers faster, easier
and with greater confidence.

Accelerate and simplify
deployment with help from
partners and Intel.

Ensure your servers stay up and
running with unprecedented IT
expertise at your fingertips.

Unparalleled platform-wide
innovation

Assistance finding and
designing the ideal solution

Rich server portfolio and
choice of integration levels
to meet your needs

Competitive pricing
Marketing events to
discover what’s new

High-quality manufacturing
Hardware validated by Intel

Professional pre-sales
technical support

Software certified by
software vendors for Intel®
Data Center Blocks

Hardware sample program
enables “try before you buy”
for large purchases

Collaboration opportunities
to define what’s new and
what’s next

Intel® Transparent Supply
Chain helps verify
authenticity and firmware
version of servers and
components

3-year warranty
(optional 5-year available)
Accelerate and simplify
setup using Intel's online
documentation, training
collaterals and the latest
software and firmware
downloads and tools

Accelerated shipping via
Stock Visibility Program
Configure-to-Order
generates quotes for
products that fit your needs

Easier troubleshooting
through an extensive
knowledge base

Worldwide distribution with
competitive lead times

Onsite support available
through Intel® Premier
Support
Access to Intel's extensive
knowledge base and up-todate drivers and firmware
through Intel's support site
Rapid parts and product
replacement
Global Intel technical support
throughout server lifecycle
Access to Intel engineers to
speed up resolution of
complex problems

Extensive channel of partners adds value and offers deep knowledge of Intel portfolio

Significantly expand your IT expertise to accelerate digital transformation.

IT

Partners

Intel

Ecosystem

Your expanded IT support, service and expertise when you deploy Intel® Server Systems

Your IT team today
Partners

Intel Design Engineers

Intel Software Engineers

Intel Solution Architects

Intel Technical Support

Ecosystem Partners

Intel partners are experts,
trained to help you find,
deploy and manage the
right servers for your
needs.

Intel design engineers
create and support
platform-wide hardware
innovation.

Intel software engineers
help optimize leading
software, frameworks, tools
and operating
environments to run better
and with greater security
on Intel® technologies.

Intel solution architects
help create reference
designs that integrate the
ideal stack of hardware and
software for a wide variety
of workload needs.

Intel’s global network of
tech support experts are
available to help
troubleshoot and resolve
issues from deployment
through operations and
management.

Intel is supported by the
world’s largest ecosystem
of hardware and software
suppliers, partnering with
them to create purposedesigned, market-ready
solutions to drive your
business forward.

Find out more at www.intel.com/server-system-service-and-support
*World class support is rated by an average Net Promoter Score (NPS) of 81 since 2020.
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